Let E* be the set of all pairs (<*, /?) for which KtpCK*. We also use two of the functions of a defined by Radó From Theorems 1.61 and 1.63 it is easily seen that E and E* do not cover the aj8-plane. This leads us to an investigation of the inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) for pairs (ce, /3) not included in E or E* and thus to a restriction on the classes K and K*. For each ikf >0, we define a class KM as follows:
Let KM be the class of all f(x) such that 2" 1 \og(B/b) g M, where B and b are respectively the least upper bound and greatest lower bound of ƒ(#) on #i <x <#2.
Then we define two sets of pairs (a, /3) by the statements: Let EM be the set of all pairs (ce, j3) for which KKMGKCCPLet EM* be the set of all pairs (ce, /3) for which J£*2£M <ZK%.
As we shall show, sets EM and EM* increase as M decreases, and E and E* are proper subsets of EM and EM* respectively. We follow Radó in investigating first the special case where f(x) is a linear function l(x). /(/, #, h, ce) can be computed for all ce, and we choose a variable z> defined by
l(x -h) by which choice the left member of (2.1) in this case is transformed into a function <j)(v, a, j3) defined for all v, a, and /3. We shall explicitly compute <j>(v, a, /?) and investigate a number of its significant properties. On the basis of this investigation we shall separate the ajS-plane into point sets for each of which <t>(v, a, /3) has certain invariant properties for all (a, j8) in the set. We shall draw curves #=#(#, a, j8) in the vtp-plane which exhibit these invariant properties. Finally we shall state and prove two theorems about EM and EM*.
3. I, A, and <f> expressed as functions of v. In the case where f{x)
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Performing the integrations of (1.3), factoring out A 0 from the results and from (1.4), and substituting e 2v for l(x+h)/l(x -h) according to (2.2), we obtain, for V5*0 9
Since <f>(v, a y /3) is the logarithm of the ratio of 1 (1, x, h, a) to A(ly Xy }iy ]8), we see that 4>{Vy a f j3) is independent of -4 0 . From (3.1) and (3.2) we have, for fl^O, 
This is easily verified by integrating the series for ctnh v and tanh v t and applying the results to (3.3).
From (5.1) we obtain the following theorem:
There exists an €>0 such that for 0<v<e,
, for all other pairs (a, j3) &x:c0/>/ J/wse i# EE*.
The proof consists in the following remarks: for sufficiently small v,
sgn0(i>, a, (a+2)/3)«-sgn(a-l)(2a+l)(a+2), if a^-2 f -1/2, or 1.
6. The character of <f>(y, a, )3) as v approaches infinity. We shall show that lim".^(«s a, /3) is not a continuous function of a and j8 for all values of a and j3. We observe that for a> -1, j8>0, lim"^oo^(^> «» ]8) is a continuous function of a and j3, and the limit is positive, zero, or negative according as j3 is respectively less than, equal to, or greater than ^z{a) 1 a>-l.
7. The number of extrema of <f>{v } a, |3) for positive v. We shall define / 0, -oo < « g -1, (7.1)
and then state and prove the following theorem. Inspection of (7.6) shows that N(v, a, j8) = 0 has a triple root for t > = 0 if a?^0, -1; j3^0; and a+2-3/3^0. The multiplicity is five if a+2 -3/3 = 0. Hence a positive root exists only if a+2 -3/3^0. Now for sufficiently small v, sgnN(v, a, /3) = sgna(a+l)(a:+2-3/3), (7.7) a^0, -l;j8^0;a+2-3/3^0, as one sees from (7.6). As v approaches infinity, N(v, a, j8) is dominated by the term having the largest exponent in the right member of (7,5). Hence as v-> °o,
Plotting the signs of N(v, a, &) for small v and for large v t in the <*|8-plane, we find that they are opposite in and only in those point sets specified in Theorem 7.2. If /3 = 0,1 or a+1, the number of terms of N(v, a % (3) in (7.5) having different exponents is four, and hence there are at most three roots. Again v~0 is a triple root of N(v, a, j8) = 0, and there are no positive roots.
A similar investigation for a= -1 or a~0 shows that a positive root exists for N(v t a, (3 The case where both equalities hold follows from Theorem 4.1, for yp%{a) intersects ^,(a) in (-2, 0), (-1/2, 1/2), and (1, 1). That a zero exists when neither equality holds follows from the continuity of <t>{v % a, j8) and Theorems 5.2 and 6.7, since sgn <t>(v t a, j8) for small v is opposite to that for large v if and only if both inequalities in (8.2) hold. The necessity of the condition (8.2) and the uniqueness of the zero follow from the facts: <f>(0, a, /?) = 0, and when an extremum exists it is unique.
9. The character of <j>(v t a, j8) at all points of the a/3-plane. In fig-ure 1 we have drawn the aj3-plane separated into sets and subsets for each of which 4>(v, a, /3) has the following properties: (1) for sets:
(1) sgn<j>(v t a, /3) for sufficiently small v is invariant, (2) sgn</>(v t a, j8) for sufficiently large v is invariant, (3) the number of zeros of <t>(v, a, /3) is invariant, and in addition to these three, we have (2) for subsets, (4) Hm*. >«><£(p, a, j8) is invariantly positive or negative, finite or infinite, (5) the number of extrema is invariant. In figure 2 we have sketched ten curves <£ =<£(p, a, /3) in the wjfr-plane which exhibit these properties. We shall call these curves the characteristic curves for the sets and subsets of figure 1. The lettering in the two figures is such that the curve marked 1 in type A exhibits the invariant properties of <f>(v f a, /8) for (a, j8) in the set marked A%, and so on. A brief description of the curves and an exact definition of the point set for each curve follows.
Type A. The characteristic curves for set A (where tyi <fi <fa) have the common properties: a maximum for p = 0, a minimum and a zero for positive values of v t and a positive limit as v-» <*>. A has two subsets:
Ail -oo < a < -2, fa < P < fo, and
In Ai, lim v^o o0(v, a, j8)= oo, but in <4 2 the limit is finite.
Type A*. The characteristic curves for set A* (where fa<fi<fa) have properties as would a reflection of type A in the z/-axis. A* has two subsets:
A?: -2 <a £ -l,fa <P <fa, and A 2 *: -1 <a < -1/2, 1 <a < «>,fa<p <fa.
Type EE*. The characteristic curve for the set ££* is the horizontal axis or u-axis, since for (a, j8) in££*: (-2,0), (-1/2, 1/2), (1, 1), 4>(v,a 9 P)mO.
Type £. The characteristic curves for the set £-££* have the common properties: a maximum at the origin, and negative values for all v different from zero. There are three subsets:
E%: asS -1» j3êmax(^2, fa) except for the point ( -2, 0) in ££*, £2: -1 <a, j8^max(^2, ^4) except for the points ( -1/2, 1/2) and (1, 1) in EE*.
-l/2<a<l,fa£p<fa. In £1, lim"-«>#(#, a, ]8)= -co. In £2 and £3 the limit is finite, and £3 is distinguished by being the only subset of £-££* in which the function has a minimum. When $~fa in £3, lim*w/K*'» <*> /3) is zero.
Type £*. The characteristic curves for £*-££* have common properties as would a reflection of type £ in the «/-axis. £*-££* has three subsets: £1*: -co <a< + co, j8^min(^2, 0) except for the point ( -2, 0), £2*: -Ka< + co, 0<]8^min(^2, ^4) except for (-1/2, 1/2) and (1,1). £ 3 *: -l<a<-l/2,^4<j8g^8;andl<a< + co,^4< i 8^^3. We conclude with the theorems:
